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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
For arts organizations to survive, it is important to continually evaluate.  While 
small arts organizations make up a significant portion of the sector, it is perceived 
that their ability to use data to evaluate is stymied by a lack of time and money.  A 
possible solution to these obstacles is participation in the Cultural Data Project 
(CDP)1, an online data collection initiative for the sector, where organizations 
report historical financial and non-financial data for a fiscal year.  Once data is 
entered, organizations can use the CDP’s free reporting tools.  In order to examine 
the impact of these tools on small arts organizations and how they have 
successfully been used to date, CDP staff interviews were conducted.  In addition, 
a mini case study of an organization that has been participating with the CDP for 
five years was included.  It was found that while a lack of time and money can 
pose some barriers to utilizing these reports, the most significant challenge is to 
find ways to engage organizations in using data to tell their stories. 
 
 
                                                
1 The author is currently an employee of the Cultural Data Project.  Limitations caused by this 
status are detailed later in this paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Searching for published information about small arts organizations can be 
challenging.  Although one can reasonably assume that they make up a significant portion 
of the arts and culture sector, there is not much published information readily available 
on the unique difficulties they face to prove their effectiveness with the limited resources 
they have.  Discussing organizations in regard to their size is important because the 
situations that small arts organizations face are different from those of larger arts 
organizations.1   In the current economic climate, small arts organizations need to find 
ways to put themselves on a level ground with larger organizations when applying for 
funding, and be able to prove to funders that they are getting a return on their investment.  
In order to do this, not only would it be helpful to present data in the same manner as 
their competitors, but these organizations should understand the implications of it.  This 
leads to the question of whether small arts organizations can in fact conduct useful 
evaluations with data that they already have collected. 
 
 
                                                
1 Woong Jo Chang, “How ‘small’ are small arts organizations?” Journal of Arts 
Management, Law, and Society 40 (3) (July; July-September 2010): 218. 
http://search.proquest.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/iipa/docview/821053207/fulltextPDF?acco
untid=10559 (accessed March 28, 2012). 
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Literature Review 
 
What is a small arts organization?  
 Several approaches can be taken when determining what constitutes a small art 
organization (SAO).2  The factors that are most often considered are budget and staff 
size.  By doing so, it quickly becomes clear that small arts organizations make up the 
majority of the arts sector.  The 2008 Creative Industries Report for Americans  by 
Americans for the Arts finds that a significant number3 of arts organizations can be 
categorized as small arts organizations especially when considering the number of non-
profits as well for-profits in the sectors that contain one or no employees (just 
volunteers).4  
 Chang finds that the number of SAOs can be determined partly from the Creative 
Industries Report by Americans for the Arts (AFTA).5 This report is formulated by 
documenting the data for both the nonprofit and for-profit arts sectors utilizing 
information from Dun & Bradstreet Business and Employment records, from which 
localized data can be derived. Although the number of employees at SAOs has not been 
                                                
 2 SAO refers to small arts organization. 
 
 3 Although this article focused on many variables in determining what constitutes a small 
arts organization, Chang did not offer a percentage estimate on how much of the arts sector is 
comprised of small arts organizations in the United States. 
 
 4 Chang, “How ‘small’ are small arts organizations?” 219. 
 
 5 Ibid, 218. 
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agreed upon yet, the number of arts businesses with one or no employees (perhaps 
relying mostly on volunteers) is significant.  For example, it was found in both the 
Columbus metropolitan area and in the state of Ohio that arts businesses meeting these 
criteria comprise approximately half of all arts organizations.  Research by the Ohio State 
Arts Council found that many SAOs are driven by a single passionate and highly 
committed individual and most are nonprofit entities, although some are small for-profit 
businesses operating at a financial risk.6 
 National arts service associations have tried to define SAOs in their particular 
disciplines. Similar to the Small Business Administration, Ohio Arts Council, Los 
Angeles County Arts Commission, and Fine Arts Fund in Cincinnati, most national arts 
service associations also depend on a single variable of financial standing to define 
SAOs, though the defining benchmarks vary. 
 Using the number of employees as a base of comparison yields a different 
breakdown between small arts organizations versus larger arts organizations than other 
variables, such as budget size. For example, an arts organization may be categorized as 
mid-size because its annual budget is more than $100,000. However, this same 
organization may have zero employees because it is operated by volunteers. Thus, each 
indicator produces a different classification of size for the same organization.7  
 Before analyzing budget or staff size to determine which arts organizations can 
be considered small, it is also important to make sure that all kinds of arts organizations 
are considered.  In 1996, the Center for Arts and Cultural Policy Studies at Princeton 
University defined an arts organization as “one that is nonprofit and open to the public, 
has one paid professional employee or the equivalent, produces or exhibits art, and does 
                                                
 6 Chang, “How ‘small’ are small arts organizations?” 220. 
 
 7 Chang, “How ‘small’ are small arts organizations?” 231. 
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so on a regular basis.”8  However, once they sent researchers out into the field to Dallas, 
Philadelphia, and Minneapolis, they found that many important arts organizations operate 
informally, without the benefit of IRS 501(c)(3) status.  This is often the case with dance 
troupes, chamber ensembles and jazz groups, and church groups.9    
 Another challenge researchers have encountered is that some arts organizations 
are part of larger organizations, often universities.  An incorporated arts organization may 
include smaller organizations with which it shares some staff, but is operationally 
distinct.  Should such organizations be counted as separate units or part of one big 
organization?10  The Cultural Data Project recommends that they be counted as separate 
units so they may reflect specifically what revenue came in as a result of the arts 
component and only the expenses that the arts component incurred.11  This is important, 
because while the larger entity may be operating at a deficit, the arts component may not.  
By considering itself to be a separate entity under a parent organization, this gives the arts 
component the opportunity to show that it is being fiscally responsible. 
 In addition to these considerations of what constitutes “small,” smaller groups 
may possess other qualities that cannot be measured as easily as monetary or other data-
driven factors. "I don't want to generalize, but those in this budget category come into this 
budget size with youth, enthusiasm, and energy to get the work done ...," said Lane 
Harwell, director of Dance/NYC.12  Although enthusiasm may not necessarily be a 
                                                
 8 Deborah A. Kaple, “Current data resources on nonprofit arts organizations,” The 
American Behavioral Scientist 45 no. 10 (June 2002): 1593 and 1607. 
http://abs.sagepub.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/content/45/10/1592.full.pdf+html (accessed 
March 28, 2012). 
 
 9 Ibid, 1607. 
 10 Ibid., 1607. 
 
 11 “Helpful Hints for Small Organizations, Programs and Departments,” Pennsylvania 
Cultural Data Project, http://www.pacdp.org/hints.aspx (accessed March 22, 2012). 
 
 12 Frank Nestor, "Dancing Up a Small Storm," Back Stage (19305966) 52, no. 48 
(December 2011): 5.   
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requirement to define a small arts organization, this quality is important to note, because 
it could be a main factor in the continued existence of an organization with a smaller 
budget size.  The time and effort that is invested by the people involved in such an 
organization could, in fact, be indicative of its survival.   
 
Challenges of Small Arts Organizations 
 A recurring theme of universal concern among arts organizations is maintaining 
or increasing contributed revenue. Continual economic problems and cutbacks in 
government make it difficult for arts organizations to sustain themselves let alone 
generate a surplus.  In addition, arts organizations typically cannot operate on earned 
income (e.g., ticket sales) alone and, therefore, rely on both public and private 
donations.13 
 A noticeable trend that many nonprofit arts organizations have faced, particularly 
since the mid-nineties, is that deficits seem to rise year after year.14  As a result of this 
trend, many arts organizations find that they must borrow more, spend from their 
endowments, or seek cost concessions from artists. What is behind this problem?  Several 
explanations have been offered.  First, people often point to decreases in government 
                                                                                                                                
http://web.ebscohost.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/ehost/detail?sid=7a53db86-8abf-
4cf5a96e09d6ee370cf6%40sessionmgr13&vid=1&hid=21&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ
%3d%3d#db=bth&AN=69932642 (accessed March 22, 2012). 
 
 13 Theresa A. Kirchner, Edward P. Markowski, and John B. Ford, "Relationships Among 
Levels of Government Support, Marketing Activities, and Financial Health of Nonprofit 
Performing Arts Organizations." International Journal of Nonprofit & Voluntary Sector Marketing 
12, no. 2 (May 2007): 96. 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/doi/10.1002/nvsm.285/pdf (accessed 
March 22, 2012). 
 
 14 Arthur C Brooks, "The ‘Income Gap’ and the Health of Arts Nonprofits." Nonprofit 
Management and Leadership 10, no. 3 (2000): 273. 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/doi/10.1002/nml.10304/pdf (accessed 
March 22, 2012). 
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involvement in the arts.15  Many arts nonprofits receive government support; hence, a 
movement away from such public involvement should harm these organizations on the 
contributed revenue side of their books.  However, some argue that too much emphasis is 
placed on government support. For instance, even before the creation of the NEA, 
researchers had reported ongoing economic problems.16  For example, in 1965, the same 
year that the NEA was founded, Baumol and Bowen published “On the Performing Arts: 
The Anatomy of Their Economic Problems,” which described an increasing income gap 
problem.17 
 Over the last 20 years, donors to nonprofit organizations have shifted 
contributions from the arts to 'worthy causes,' which address health and social needs.18  
Sharon Wuorenmaa, who works as the arts and humanities specialist for the Jefferson 
County, Kentucky, School District acknowledges “the arts get short shrift when there is 
limited money, and, with NCLB (No Child Left Behind), there’s a huge push for reading 
and math.19  Rentschler and Wood (2001) noted the opportunity for arts organizations to 
leverage this trend and their nonprofit status by demonstrating their need for funding for 
programs such as arts education and by using cause-related marketing strategies and 
activities to reposition themselves under the cause-related umbrella.20 
                                                
 15 Robin Pogrebin, “Arts Outposts Stung by Cuts in State Aid,” The New York Times, 
August 1, 2011.   http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/02/arts/kansas-and-other-states-cut-arts-
funds.html?pagewanted=all  (accessed June 7, 2012). 
 
 16 Brooks, "The ‘Income Gap’ and the Health of Arts Nonprofits," 273.  
 
 17 Ibid, 273. 
 
 18 Kirchner, Markowski, and Ford, "Relationships Among Levels of Government 
Support, Marketing Activities, and Financial Health of Nonprofit Performing Arts Organizations," 
103. 
 
 19 Ashford, "NCLB's Unfunded Arts Programs Seek Refuge." The Education Digest 70, 
no. 2 (October  2004): 22-26. 
 
 20 as cited in Kirchner, 2007, 103. 
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 Unlike other types of organizations, arts organizations also face rising resource 
and operating costs, but are unable to achieve productivity gains. For example, although 
downsizing a Shakespeare play, which was written for a set number of actors, might be 
accomplished, doing so would result in changes to the character of the production and 
potential compromises in artistic integrity.21  Therefore, arts organizations will continue 
to need the support of funders for their survival for the foreseeable future.  
 
Call for Accountability 
 Because nonprofit arts organizations do need to rely on contributed revenue to be 
sustainable, it is only natural that they would be expected to demonstrate that they are 
making use of the funds that they were granted in a manner that was promised when an 
application was made.  While it can be easy to prove that grants for general operating 
support were used for that purpose, more specific program streams can be challenging.  
In particular, if an organization received funding restricted towards a certain program by 
a funder, then it is likely that there may be some follow-up involved to show that the 
money was used responsibly.  This is especially important for organizations that may 
seek income from the same funding agency in the future.  Therefore, it would be useful 
for organizations to have some type of evaluation plan in place to show that the money 
has been well spent, rather than limiting themselves to simply demonstrating need. 
 However, the potential for market failure can be used to make a compelling 
argument for government intervention for survivability, and most Western countries 
recognize the desirability of that intervention for the public good and achievement of 
                                                
 21 Kirchner, Markowski, and Ford, "Relationships Among Levels of Government 
Support, Marketing Activities, and Financial Health of Nonprofit Performing Arts Organizations," 
96. 
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externalities.22  Even though managers realize that the most important success factor of 
nonprofit organizations is artistic excellence, their performance measurement systems put 
as much emphasis on financial performance indicators as non-financial ones.  In addition, 
responders ranked funding agencies as the most important group of stakeholders to whom 
they were accountable.23 
 Many authors stress the influential role of funding agencies in the process of 
measuring performance in NPOs. 24  Funding shortages primarily explain why the 1990s 
were characterized by increased demands for accountability and performance 
measurement.  More specifically, in the not-for-profit cultural sector, the early 1990s saw 
a sharp increase in the competition for funding.  Jennifer Chowning, who serves in the 
capacity of Arts Education Coordinator for Americans for the Arts, adds her comment 
that, “There is little incentive to offer the arts when it’s not tested, especially since arts 
education is expensive and requires a long-term commitment and special facilities.”25 
 Certainly organizations should justify their viability so that granting agencies 
believes they are not 'throwing money away.'26  Despite the ire it has raised, the demand 
for evaluation shows no signs of slowing.  This is probably for the best.  Trusted with 
other people’s cash and absolved of taxation, nonprofits and foundations should evaluate 
                                                
 22 Ibid., 102. 
 
 23 Johanne Turbide and Claude Laurin. "Performance Measurement in the Arts Sector: 
The Case of the Performing Arts." International Journal of Arts Management 11, no. 2 (Winter 
2009): 56-57. http://search.proquest.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/docview/205826867# 
(accessed March 21, 2012). 
 
 24 NPOs refer to non-profit organizations. 
 
 25 Ashford, "NCLB's Unfunded Arts Programs Seek Refuge," 23. 
 
 26 Kirchner, Markowski, and Ford, "Relationships Among Levels of Government 
Support, Marketing Activities, and Financial Health of Nonprofit Performing Arts Organizations," 
111. 
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themselves and their programs to reassure the paying public that their money is actually 
making a difference.27 
 
What is Evaluation? 
 Regardless of professional status, one can understand that evaluation essentially 
means that someone will report on a program's merits and shortcomings.  There are many 
different ways to conduct an evaluation, and no method is always considered correct for 
all types of situations.  Stake cautions that when evaluating, one must be sensitive to the 
uniqueness of local programs and the quality of the experience offered.   For an 
evaluation to be considered useful, it is of the utmost importance to research and 
understand the needs of the audience, in particular the needs of the person or people for 
which the evaluation is being done.28 
 According to Heine, evaluation is typically targeted towards a specific outcome 
that meets an identified need. It is a practical exercise of limited application, usually only 
to the specific topic of the study, and characterized by short time frames. On the other 
hand, research is typically conducted for the purpose of increasing knowledge that can be 
generalized across a discipline. For example, research in museums would result in 
outcomes that could be applied across a range of institutions and programs, addressing 
questions like ‘‘what are the optimum conditions for learning,’’ whereas an evaluation 
                                                
 27 Alana Conner Snibbe, ”Drowning in Data,”  Stanford Social Innovation Review, (Fall 
2006):39. 
http://search.proquest.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/docview/217164385/fulltextPDF?accounti
d=10559 (accessed March 28, 2012). 
 
 28 Robert E. Stake, "To Evaluate an Arts Program." Journal of Aesthetic Education 10, 
no. 3/4, Bicentennial Issue (Jul. - Oct., 1976): 129. Stake, Robert E. "To Evaluate an Arts 
Program." Journal of Aesthetic Education 10, no. 3/4, Bicentennial Issue (Jul. - Oct., 1976): pp. 
115 & 129.  
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/stable/pdfplus/3332066.pdf?acceptTC=true 
(accessed March 21, 2012). 
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would usually be contained within the one institution or program, looking at issues such 
as ‘‘what did visitors think of a specific exhibition.”29 
 The purposes of the audiences are all-important in evaluation. What would they 
like to be able to do with the evaluation of the art program? Chances are they do not have 
any plans for using it. They may doubt that the evaluation study will be of use to them. 
But charts and products and narratives and portrayals do affect people. With these 
devices persons become better aware of the program; they develop a feeling for its vital 
forces, a sense of its disappointments and potential troubles. They may be better prepared 
to act on issues such as a change of enrollment or a reallocation of resources. They may 
be better able to protect the program.30 
 This is important, because in most Western countries, government support for 
arts organizations now comes with strings attached in terms of stated conditions.  For 
example, often there needs to be evidence of solid and effective marketing efforts as a 
requirement for funding.31  In addition, arts providers in educational settings are 
grappling with the challenge of responding to school districts’ calls for accountability and 
data-driven practice while maintaining their unique partnerships.  This can be 
characterized as a turn toward a culture of evidence, involving shared research 
collaboration among partners in multiple roles.32 
                                                
 29 Lynda Kelly, "Evaluation, Research and Communities of Practice: Program Evaluation 
in Museums,” Archival Science 4, no. 1-2 (2004): 63. 
 
 30 Stake, "To Evaluate an Arts Program,” 130. 
 
 31 Kirchner, Markowski, and Ford, "Relationships Among Levels of Government 
Support, Marketing Activities, and Financial Health of Nonprofit Performing Arts Organizations," 
96. 
 
 32 Gail E. Burnaford, "Moving Toward a Culture of Evidence: Documentation and Action 
Research in the Practice of Arts Partnerships," Arts Education Policy Review 108, no. 3 (January-
February 2007): 35. 
http://search.proquest.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/docview/211010179/fulltextPDF?accounti
d=10559 (accessed March 22, 2012). 
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Barriers to Evaluation 
 While there may be little question as to the usefulness of evaluations, conducting 
them may not always be practical, especially for small arts organizations.  Challenges to 
building the capacity for program evaluation in the arts include the familiar issues of time 
and funding. When asked about the issues that hindered them in the application of their 
program evaluations, the participants of a focus group specifically mentioned lack of 
funding and lack of time.33  Also expressed was the arts educators’ lack of confidence in 
their own ability. One mentioned coping with the demands of an evaluation by 
networking with her colleagues. An additional issue raised in the focus group was that 
other educators may not be supportive of evaluation because program evaluation in the 
arts is new to the state. These issues were also present in the arts educators’ responses to 
a reflective survey.34 
 The only surefire way to show that a program is helping people more than these 
individuals could have helped themselves is to conduct expensive and lengthy studies 
involving control groups.  Because so many people underestimate the difficulty and cost 
of demonstrating impact, nonprofits often collect reams of data that are not only useless, 
but also misleading.  As a result, evaluation is failing to help make the sector more 
effective.35 
 Because nonprofits are steeped in the daily struggle to help people, they usually 
prefer formative evaluations of their programs, which take place while a program is 
ongoing and provide feedback for improvement.  In contrast, funders want to know, 
                                                
 33 Robert Johnson et al., "Teaching Program Evaluation in the Visual and Performing 
Arts," The American Journal of Evaluation 28, no. 4 (January 1, 2007): 555. 
http://aje.sagepub.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/content/28/4/546.full.pdf+html (accessed 
March 21, 2012). 
  
 34 Ibid., 555. 
 
 35 Snibbe, “Drowning in Data,” 40. 
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“What did we cause?” says Victor Kuo, an evaluation officer in the education division of 
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.36  Therefore, funders typically want summative 
evaluation, conducted at the end of a program to determine whether or not it met its 
goals.  However, as Kuo notes, “they don’t understand that it’s very expensive and 
difficult to set up evaluations that test causation.”  Kuo gives the example of a funder that 
wants to know whether its investment directly resulted in more children graduating from 
high school.  To answer this question, “you would have to follow students from their 
enrollment in ninth grade until they graduated.  And that would take four or five years,” 
he notes, a time period that most funders wouldn’t be willing to wait for results.37 
 
Program Evaluation and Research 
 The relationship between program evaluation and research is also a focus for 
discussion and policymaking.  Kelly describes a “transaction approach” model being 
adapted in museums, where one first looks to the audience to define its needs by sharing 
interests, prior knowledge, expectations, and learning styles rather than basing programs 
strictly on the museum’s mission.38  The shift from mission-led program development to 
a transaction means that arts organizations need to move beyond an evaluative culture to 
a research one that focuses on visitor experiences and learning that, in turn, contributes to 
organizational learning and change.  It has been acknowledged that the ‘‘[. . .] methods 
used by both researchers and evaluators – observation, interview, document review, etc. – 
                                                
 36 Ibid., 41-42. 
 
 37 Ibid., 41-42. 
 
 38 Kelly, "Evaluation, Research and Communities of Practice: Program Evaluation in 
Museums,” 50-51. 
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are identical.”39  Funding organizations, government agencies, health authorities, and 
politicians take into account the results of published research and are influenced by 
strong and meaningful results.40 
 There are instances where, through analysis and mining of data collected over a 
period of time and across studies, evaluation can contribute to a broader knowledge about 
a specific subject. This is known as meta-evaluation or meta-analysis. Miles stated that 
much of the work undertaken with both museum visitors and exhibitions has been to 
build up a ‘‘[. . .] natural history of museum visiting.’’  However, it is also possible to do 
this through a meta-analysis of evaluation studies that track trends and changes over time. 
For example, an overall picture of visitor learning at the Australian Museum across a 
broad range of programs and audiences was drawn through a meta-analysis of a number 
of audience research and evaluation projects that compared questions asked relating to 
visitor learning and how the results of these supported key themes about learning from 
the literature. Author Hein acknowledged that meta-analysis was one way to overcome 
the limitations of evaluation studies; he identified that the major problem with this type of 
analysis is that it requires ‘‘[. . .] qualitative judgments about the overall conclusions 
[which] frequently lead to controversial discussions about the ‘‘strength’’ of the 
findings.’’41 
 Many have come to the conclusion that evidence is not only desirable but also 
inevitable at this stage in the professional development of the arts field. “Unless we 
                                                
 39 Kelly, "Evaluation, Research and Communities of Practice: Program Evaluation in 
Museums,” 62. 
 
 40 Rosalia Lelchuk Staricoff, "Arts in Health: The Value of Evaluation." The Journal of 
the Royal Society for the Promotion of Health 126, no. (May 2006): 119. 
http://rsh.sagepub.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/content/126/3/116.full.pdf+html (accessed 
March 21, 2012). 
 
 41 Kelly, "Evaluation, Research and Communities of Practice: Program Evaluation in 
Museums,” 63. 
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collect some evidence, there is no way we can influence policy,” one teacher noted. “We 
do know that doing really good work is not sufficient for influencing policy,” another 
commented.42 
 
 
Benchmarking 
 Results from evaluation are not only beneficial because of an ability to change 
policy.  Tools such as outcome measurement, benchmarking, and quality systems are 
being adopted to build organizational capacity and achieve greater effectiveness.43  While 
traditional ways of conducting evaluations are necessary and useful, to remain viable 
audience research needs to be more strategic, working across the sector in new ways and 
utilizing new methods.44 
 Evaluating the effectiveness of organizations is difficult even when one is 
collecting data on a small set of homogeneous organizations for that purpose.  There is 
simply no data on the arts sector that permits one to evaluate overall performance.  With 
respect to description, nonprofit arts organizations do so many things that for some 
purposes, specialized research is necessary.  At the same time, there are some generic 
                                                
 42 Burnaford, "Moving Toward a Culture of Evidence: Documentation and Action 
Research in the Practice of Arts Partnerships," 39. 
 
 43 Jessica E. Sowa, Sally Coleman Selden, and Jodi R. Sandfort,"No Longer 
Unmeasurable? A Multidimensional Integrated Model of Nonprofit Organizational Effectiveness " 
Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly 33, no. (December 2004): 712. 
http://nvs.sagepub.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/content/33/4/711.full.pdf+html (accessed 
March 22, 2012). 
 
 44 Kelly, "Evaluation, Research and Communities of Practice: Program Evaluation in 
Museums,” 45. 
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program categories, such as exhibition, training, public education, conservation, and so 
on, that can be generalized across types of arts organizations.45 
 Organizations with clearly defined and easily measurable goals may be assessed 
using the rational goal model which assumes that organizations are designed to achieve 
certain goals, both formally specified and implicit.46  On the other hand, organizations 
with more ambiguous goals may be better appraised using other factors, such as fiscal 
health, the ability to attract and sustain resources, or the ability to satisfy key 
stakeholders. In addition, in selecting criteria, scholars exercise different value judgments 
about what is most appropriate in determining organizational effectiveness.47 
 
This Study 
 Any organization that maintains records on its fiscal history seemingly already 
has the tools necessary to conduct an internal evaluation based on fiscal health, the ability 
to attract and sustain resources, or measure its ability to satisfy key stakeholders.  
Therefore, this study aims to prove that a small arts organization, despite lacking time 
and money, can conduct a useful evaluation with data it already has in its possession.  
This will be substantiated by focusing on the free reporting tools available through the 
Cultural Data Project. 
 The Cultural Data Project, which is a required component of grant applications of 
a large number of funders in twelve states and the District of Columbia,48 offers instant 
                                                
 45 Kaple, “Current data resources on nonprofit arts organizations,” The American 
Behavioral Scientist 45 no. 10 (June 2002): 1608. 
http://abs.sagepub.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/content/45/10/1592.full.pdf+html (accessed 
March 28, 2012). 
 
 46 Sowa, Selden, and Sandfort, "No Longer Unmeasurable? A Multidimensional 
Integrated Model of Nonprofit Organizational Effectiveness," 713. 
 
 47 Ibid, 713. 
 
 48 The Cultural Data Project, http://www.culturaldata.org/ (accessed June 13, 2012). 
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reports to any arts organization that creates a free account and enters historical financial 
and non-financial information from past fiscal years.  Typically organizations are 
motivated to do this to complete a requirement for a grant application, but by doing this 
they are given access to 77 different types of reports to help them evaluate their financial 
health, as well as compare themselves to similar organizations.    
 To examine the possible usefulness of these reports for small arts organizations, 
interviews were conducted with those most familiar with their potential - members of the 
Cultural Data Project staff.  Rather than interview everyone on staff, this process focused 
on those with experience conducting in-person orientation sessions for the reporting 
features.  These sessions occur monthly around the country and online via webinar.   The 
goal was to learn what potential users are learning about the reports, what motivates them 
to attend, and what feedback has been collected. 
 One limitation to this course of action was the inability to collect feedback 
directly from the small organizations themselves by using the CDP’s contact list.  This is 
due to the privacy policy of the Cultural Data Project, which strictly protects all of the 
data in the system.49 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
 49 This was further complicated by the author’s status as an employee of the Cultural 
Data Project Help Desk.  Having access to all users in the system, cold calling organizations for 
interviews could be perceived as using the data base for personal use.  In addition, the Cultural 
Data Project expressly stated that it did not want any organizations to feel that another was 
receiving special treatment. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE CULTURAL DATA PROJECT 
 
 
 
 
Background 
 The Cultural Data Project (CDP) is a unique system that enables arts and cultural 
organizations to enter financial, programmatic, and operational data into a standardized 
online form.  Organizations can then use the CDP to produce a variety of reports 
designed to help increase management capacity, identify strengths and challenges, and 
inform decision-making. Participants can also generate reports to be included as part 
of the application process to participating grantmakers.1 
 The CDP was first launched in Pennsylvania in 2004 after four years of planning 
and $2.3 million dollars of capital investment.  In each participating state, the CDP is the 
result of a collaborative partnership of public and private funders and advocacy agencies.  
As of 2012, these participating states include Arizona, California, the District of 
Columbia, Illinois, New York, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, 
Rhode Island, and Vermont.2 
 
                                                
 1 “About the CDP,” The Cultural Data Project, http://www.culturaldata.org/about/ 
(accessed March 25, 2012). 
 
 2 43. “About the CDP,” The Cultural Data Project, http://www.culturaldata.org/about/ 
(accessed March 25, 2012). 
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Mission 
 The Cultural Data Project (CDP)’s mission is to strengthen the national nonprofit 
arts and cultural sector by collecting and disseminating comprehensive, high-quality 
longitudinal data that supports fact-based decision-making in three key ways: 
• It helps arts and cultural organizations improve their financial management and 
services to their communities. 
• It enables researchers, advocates and policy makers to better tell the story of the 
sector’s assets, contributions and needs. 
It helps grantmakers more effectively plan for and evaluate their individual and collective 
grantmaking activities.1 
 The core component of the CDP is the Data Profile, an 11-section online form 
that arts and cultural organizations complete annually. Data collected includes basic 
organizational information, such as revenue, expenses, marketing activity, balance sheet 
items, investments, loans and a wide range of non-financial information.2 
 Once this information is entered into a Data Profile, nonprofit arts and cultural 
organizations are given instant access to the tools necessary to streamline financial 
reporting, quickly and easily track trends in their own performance, and benchmark 
themselves against others.  Participants annually enter in this information after a fiscal 
year has been completed.  The types of reports that can be viewed include a simple 
annual report, trend reports to see the activities of an organization over a period of years, 
or comparison reports to benchmark against other organizations in the aggregate.  
                                                
 1 “Mission,” The Cultural Data Project, http://www.culturaldata.org/about/mission/ 
(accessed March 25, 2012). 
 
 2 “Data Collection,” The Cultural Data Project, http://www.culturaldata.org/about/data-
collection/ (accessed March 25, 2012). 
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Altogether, there are 77 different reports that can be run to make a case to grantmakers, 
board members, potential donors and policymakers.3 
 In participating states, arts and cultural organizations of all types and sizes use 
the CDP. They represent virtually every facet of the arts and cultural sector, including 
dance, music, history, traditional and folk art, museums, zoos, arboreta, aquariums and 
much more. Although most are 501(c)3 nonprofit organizations, the CDP is also used by 
arts programs housed in larger, non-arts organizations (e.g., Theatre Department of a 
university or arts program within a branch of local government) and non-incorporated 
arts organizations (e.g., festivals or collectives).4 
Because such a wide variety of organizations with varying levels of experience 
participate in the project, the CDP staff provides support to all participants through toll-
free help desk assistance, free access to a team of financial consultants by phone, and 
statewide on-location and online training.  
 Although all information entered into the Data Profile is self-reported, the CDP 
system performs a rigorous, automated error check to ensure internal consistency. The 
system’s error check will make sure that all financial totals are calculated correctly and 
all interrelated non-financial information is entered. Once all the issues found by the error 
check have been corrected, a Data Profile can be submitted into the database and an 
organization can immediately run a variety of reports using this information.5 
 As an additional level of quality control, CDP Help Desk staff review each 
submitted Data Profile for any potential inconsistencies that the automated error check 
                                                
 3 “Reporting Tools,” The Cultural Data Project, 
http://www.culturaldata.org/about/reports/ (accessed March 26, 2012). 
 
 4 “Cultural Organizations,” The Cultural Data Project, http://www.culturaldata.org/who-
we-serve/cultural-organizations/ (accessed March 26, 2012). 
 
 5 “Cultural Organizations,” The Cultural Data Project, http://www.culturaldata.org/who-
we-serve/cultural-organizations/ (accessed March 26, 2012). 
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cannot detect.  After this initial review, CDP Help Desk staff contact each organization 
with suggested revisions and request that organizations call to discuss them. After 
making any applicable changes, the Data Profile is submitted again.  This reviewed 
data is included in the system’s comparison reports, as well as projects undertaken by 
researchers and consultants. 
 
Interviews6 
 As previously mentioned, interviews were conducted with members of the CDP 
staff in order to gain familiarity with their understanding of how the reports can be used 
and the staff’s experiences of interactions with users during training sessions.  The four 
individuals that were interviewed are Jessica Cahail, Arin Sullivan, Jenny Snyder, and 
Ashley Berendt. 
 Jessica Cahail joined the CDP in 2006 as the first associate, providing orientation 
sessions for arts and cultural organizations and working with grantmakers in PA, MD and 
CA to weave the CDP into their processes. Now the manager, she works to coordinate the 
operations of the CDP by overseeing both the administrative and Help Desk teams, and 
serves as the liaison between CDP and the operational units of The Pew Charitable 
Trusts, including HR, Facilities, IT, Legal, Communications, and Finance.  
 Arin Sullivan is the senior associate for state-based operations with the Cultural 
Data Project. In this capacity she oversees the team responsible for managing the project 
in the CDP’s 12 states and the District of Columbia. Sullivan is also directly responsible 
for the CDP’s operations in New York State. 
 Jenny Snyder joined the CDP in May 2010, as an associate, managing operations 
in Michigan, Maryland, and DC.  Previously, Jenny held positions as Program Director 
and Development Director at Musicopia. 
                                                
 6 These bios will be published on the CDP site in the summer of 2012. 
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 Ashley Berendt also joined the CDP in 2010 as the associate for CDP operations 
in Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Vermont. In this capacity, she trains nonprofit 
cultural organizations on the CDP’s database and resources, and manages partnerships 
among public and private grantmakers to facilitate data collection and research on the 
arts. 
 
Why the CDP? 
 The reporting features available to small arts organizations in their CDP accounts 
can be considered most appealing for their time-saving ability.  Ashley Berendt states 
that, “People talk about how they underestimate the benefit of having a single repository 
where they can quickly access this information.”7  She thinks the CDP reports are helpful 
in that way; for those that have to enter data into a profile for a grant application, the time 
has already been spent on the data entry process and combing through books to enter it 
in.  Arin Sullivan adds that the formulas are already done, which saves time on 
calculations.8  She also mentions that they are professional looking, so no time has to be 
spent thinking about the layout or hiring a graphic designer.  In addition, Sullivan points 
out that the reports are created according to the best practices of non-profit accounting, 
with built-in learning, and for some smaller organizations, this may be the first time that 
they are introduced to concepts such as working capital, which is a side benefit of 
entering data into the CDP.  Jessica Cahail agrees that saving time, in addition with the 
availability of the CDP Help Desk, are motivating factors to use the reports.  If 
organizations have any questions, they can call to get additional understanding of where 
                                                
 7 Ashley Berendt, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, April 27, 2012, digital 
recording, author’s archive. 
 
 8 Arin Sullivan, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, April 24, 2012, digital recording, 
author’s archive. 
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the detail came from. Again, this is customized, personal support which is available to 
organizations five days a week.9 
 Knowing that the reports are easy to run and that help is available may make 
them feel more accessible to smaller organizations, but one may wonder what use such 
reports could be to a small organization, whose operations are rather straightforward.  
When posed with this question, the unanimous thought amongst those interviewed is that 
organizations should use the reports to back up what they already know.  Sullivan 
explains that it is a way to confirm something that one already knows is true within his or 
her organization, but it carries more weight to have numbers to prove it. Snyder notes that 
this is especially useful for organizations when they are talking to funders who see things 
quantitatively – number of people serviced, number of activities, revenue and expenses.10  
Berendt agrees, but adds that decisions should be based on something, and the CDP User 
Reports are a great starting place. Used together with qualitative content, the reports give 
organizations a stronger argument to make their case. Cahail thinks that the way these 
reports present things are the more common ways in which financial data is presented, 
and having a user understand it, what it means, and what its implications are, really 
allows “them to talk about it - with their staff, their board, stakeholders, in a way that 
they may not have been able to do before, and if they don’t like what they see in the story 
that those numbers tell, the reports can empower them to understand how to change the 
story.”  11 
                                                
 9 Jessica Cahail, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, April 30, 2012, digital recording, 
author’s archive. 
 
 10 Jenny Snyder, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, April 26, 2012, digital recording, 
author’s archive. 
 
 11 Cahail, interview. 
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 Berendt elaborates by stating that most small organizations tend to interpret their 
baseline off of a hunch (money in/out, are they making payroll, number of students 
coming).  “They have their own internal criteria, but rarely are they looking at data and 
numbers to determine if they are, in fact sort of in a slow period right now, what does that 
look like compared to a year ago, or two years ago to see how they are doing and if they 
need to make changes.  If so, they have a sense of how they are doing, but they also need 
to base that on something, test assumptions and test intuitions, and data is key for that.”12 
She also agrees that when organizations have limited resources and when it is time to 
make decisions on the allocation of resources, it is important to base those choices on 
something.  By using the CDP’s reporting features, organizations can easily make a case 
with numbers, especially through trend reports that demonstrate changes over time.  
  
What does CDP Reports Training Offer? 
 One might agree that these theories sound simple when offered by those most 
familiar with the CDP and its reporting features.  However, a small arts organization, 
especially one that is run by all volunteers, may find the concept overwhelming.  The 
CDP does boast that in total, users can run 77 different kinds of reports.  It seems that it 
would be intimidating to decide where to begin.  In anticipation of this concern, the CDP 
offers regular free training in person and via webinar to help leaders in these 
organizations learn how to take advantage of the reporting features.  This training, 
conducted by all state associates at the CDP, is done with the help of an approximately 
hour-long PowerPoint presentation.  Sullivan mentions that the most powerful motivator 
to make organizations aware that these trainings take place and attend them is not the 
marketing materials of the CDP, but rather a recommendation from one of their funders, 
                                                
 12 Berendt, interview. 
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while Snyder agrees, “Funders want to see organizations get that additional payback after 
entering in the data as a requirement for their grant application.”13 
 During the reports orientation, Sullivan states that the aim is to give 
organizations the tools to tell their own personal history. Because each organization is 
trying to tell a specific story, the instructors must be careful not to tell them what the 
story is.  Snyder explains that during the orientations, they will discuss how fact-based 
information is important for making a case, but that CDP staff can’t advise organizations 
what to do.14  The training is more geared towards looking at trends over time, how to 
notice if something looks off, and how to decide where and when changes might be 
necessary.  In addition, during her presentation, Snyder likes to point out things in 
different reports that she knows organizations prefer to see.  For example, there is a series 
of slides in the Power Point presentation where she goes over an attendance comparison 
report. This will lead to a discussion about how to recognize if an organization’s 
attendance figures are much lower than those of the comparison group, and the factors 
that may be contributing to this, such as the number of performances, ticket prices, 
marketing expenses, etc.  She uses this as a jumping-off point to show things 
organizations should be looking at and how to get a sense of what might be causing the 
issues they uncover as a result.  
 Sullivan and Snyder find that organizations who attend these orientations are 
really excited about the reporting features in theory.15  This is particularly true when they 
hear an example about a specific report that they can see themselves using, especially 
when they have already completed a couple of years of data, because they know that they 
can go back to their desks and use the reporting features right away.  In some cases, they 
                                                
 13 Snyder, interview. 
 
 14 Sullivan, interview. 
 
 15 Snyder, interview; Sullivan, interview. 
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have done just that and contacted the Help Desk to share their excitement.  Cahail 
mentions if someone at an organization is feeling overwhelmed, then that person may be 
less receptive to the idea of having something else they have to do.  “However, if those 
people realize that they have a lack of information or a lack of understanding, and are 
willing to admit that, the more likely they are to be able to grasp on to these reports.”16   
Berendt thinks that for the reports to be as well-received by small arts 
organizations as the CDP would like them to be, it would be smart to partner with small 
arts organizations who have had positive experiences with the reports, “because groups 
really just want to hear from each other about those sorts of things.”17  She adds that it 
has been her experience that members of small arts organizations are interested in 
listening and hearing her talk about the reports, but as soon as a financial health expert or 
a CPA is brought into the discussion, they are taken seriously in a different way. By 
including their contemporaries that have had different experiences, there is a “kind of 
learning that comes from peer to peer sharing [which] is beneficial.”  18   
 However, currently, offering regular reports orientations tailored for small 
organizations in this way is just an idea.  Sullivan explains that, in general, orientation 
sessions are not typically offered specifically for small arts organizations because the 
reports are universal.  At this time, there isn’t a particular instance or report that is 
specific to small arts organizations, and “small organizations deserve the same robust 
training that large organizations get.”19  The CDP does not want to be of a disservice to 
small organizations by assuming they are not capable of taking on all the reporting 
features the CDP has to offer.   Cahail also feels that just because an organization is 
                                                
 16 Cahail, interview. 
 
 17 Berendt, interview. 
 
 18 Berendt, interview. 
 
 19 Sullivan, interview. 
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small, it doesn’t mean that it is not well run or well-managed.  She has heard of many 
“small but mighty” organizations that use the reports in a model way.  She thinks that 
smaller organizations can sometimes react more reflexively at times. 
 Berendt agrees, stating that, “In many cases, smaller organizations are the ones 
that are more fluid, more flexible, and can adjust when times are hard and contributions 
are lower.”20  This can become complicated, however, when resources are limited.  An 
example of this would be an organization that is completely run by volunteers, especially 
when these individuals also have full-time jobs that they are committed to in addition to 
participating in this organization in the evenings.  Leaders talk about the time 
commitment she feels that this must be respected as real.  She thinks that the interest, 
curiosity, and ability to capitalize on the reports is just that; one needs to have enough of 
an inclination and enough space to make a decision that it will mean something that will 
be worthwhile if they take the time to do it.  She feels that a small organization can do 
this with limited time as long there is the inclination to be open to learning that 
information.  “That has to be something that rises to the top and feels like a worthwhile 
endeavor to do,” and if one feels that he or she is too swamped with other work, and it 
becomes a burden, then he or she is not going to find the same meaning in it as someone 
who does not view it that way.21 
 In addition to this, Sullivan feels finding excitement in running the reports can be 
more challenging for organizations that haven’t even started entering in any data yet.  To 
attend a Reports Orientation, an organization is not required to have any information in 
its account.  Therefore, the presentation may not be very useful because the participants 
are not familiar enough with the CDP generally to really understand where all the data in 
the reports is coming from. It also means that there is a significant lag time from when 
                                                
 20 Berendt, interview. 
 
 21 Berendt, interview. 
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they see the training session and when they are actually able to run the reports because 
they have to have all of their data submitted first. 
 
Barriers 
 Assuming that a member of an arts organization does attend a training session, 
finds it exciting, and already has several years of data submitted into an account, it may 
still not be enough to help an organization make the most out of the CDP’s reporting 
features.  One of the main obstacles of showing people how to tell a story is to make sure 
that the right person is being told.  “One of the interesting things about the CDP is that 
we target the person who is going to put the data into the system,” observes Sullivan.22  In 
some cases, this could be an organization’s financial manager, that Snyder explains, 
probably already has a good idea of the things that would come out of the reports.  
However, this may not be the person who would benefit the most from exploring them.  
Unfortunately, Sullivan notes that sometimes the CDP does not have the right contact at 
the organization to target to market the reports.  Snyder adds that, “because of this, the 
person who could find these reports the most useful may not even know that they exist, 
and if they do, they may not know how useful they may be.”23  The challenge is getting 
the secondary audience or the person who is not the main contact to know that they exist 
and they can take advantage of them. 
 Snyder feels that another challenge for getting small arts organizations to use the 
reports could possibly be due to a lack of understanding of some of the more complicated 
financial terms, though she says that the reports do offer built in learning and explain 
what things are and how calculations are made.  Sullivan adds that the issue could be a 
lack of understanding on what to do with the report once it is run and how to use it, either 
                                                
 22 Sullivan, interview. 
 
 23 Snyder, interview. 
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within one’s organization or externally, she notes.  Cahail agrees that for smaller 
organizations, the reasons to use the reports may not be readily apparent.   
 Berendt senses that one cause for organizations to not take advantage of the 
reports could be due to primarily what is happening internally at an organization.  She 
noted that one time she was conducting a session, and during introductions, the very last 
woman to introduce herself mentioned how she was in the middle of the data entry and it 
was so tough that she hated it.  Berendt’s approach with everyone who has that kind of 
negative experience is to hear them out.  Therefore, she asked this user to stay behind 
after the presentation to ask her for specifics on her struggles.  By doing this, she learned 
that this woman was new to her organization, had inherited a mess in terms of the 
finances, and that the CDP was the catalyst to make her organize it.  She disliked it 
because she had to do it for that purpose and with pressure to organize it quickly.  
Berendt notes that “if an organization is in a situation like that and is trying to make sense 
of how to pick up where someone left off, make sense of it, and accurately report out, it 
puts a particular pressure of wanting to do it right and not wanting to misrepresent, but if 
one doesn’t have an understanding of how her own organization manages itself, let alone 
put it into a database that gets shot off to grantmakers, it is scary.” 24  
 At that same session, another attendee told her, “I don’t think you should be 
encouraging people to share this with their colleagues -- it is private, privileged 
information, you would want to be very cautious, you wouldn’t want to be going around 
sharing salary information to people.  Why would you share this kind of information with 
folks internally?”25  Berendt told her that it was her prerogative to decide who she 
chooses to share it with, but it has been the experience of the CDP that organizations that 
share the reports internally are ones that find different things that will be helpful to them.  
                                                
 24 Berendt, interview. 
 
 25 Berendt, interview. 
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Issues such as these will continue to arise when trying to offer these reports as a solution 
to organizations that already have internal challenges.  However, the CDP has received 
additional feedback that it can take control over, some of which will be happening in the 
near future.   
 
Room for Improvement 
 Some of the feedback received from organizations has been for simple 
technological improvements.  One of the most popular concerns that organizations have 
expressed is to have the ability to utilize the comparison reports more fully by being able 
to narrow down the criteria of the different types of organizations that they can compare 
themselves against.  One example that Snyder states is a that currently an education type 
organization  may have a harder time looking at things they are most interested in, 
especially when it comes to program activity and comparing themselves against a similar 
organization, because education is not currently included in the search criteria.26  This is 
because when the project started, it asked organizations to classify themselves by 
selecting a NISP27 code, which has been found to be very limiting.  However, in March 
2011, the CDP made enhancements to the profile, which now gives organizations the 
option to also select a NTEE28 code, which offers more choices, as well as adding in 
mission-based demographic questions.  Sullivan states that this summer the comparison 
reports will make these options available to address this feedback.29 
                                                
 26 Snyder, interview. 
 
 27 National Standard for Arts Information Exchange Project: The NISP Codes are the 
codes that the state arts councils ask applicants to select and enter onto their application forms. 
 
 28 The National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) system is used by the IRS and 
NCCS to classify nonprofit organizations. 
 
 29 Sullivan, interview. 
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 Snyder also mentions that that there was a request that organizations be able to 
add text to all of the reports.  Most of the reports come out as an un-editable PDF report, 
and only the annual report includes text boxes.  Organizations would like to see more of 
this so that they can add some narrative to their stories.  In addition, there has been a 
large demand to be able to export expenses and revenue into a spreadsheet so that they 
could use it for projections as well.  There are no immediate plans to make these 
implementations; however, they are on CDP’s radar. 
 In addition to seeing the need for technological improvements, the more 
complicated issue of financial literacy has emerged.  Cahail explained that in 2011, a 
training session was commissioned by two participating funders in Chicago who hired a 
Financial Management Association to use the CDP reports and analyze them for the 
participating organizations.  At these sessions, the consultant mapped everyone’s data, 
put up graphs to show all of the organization’s finances and assigned them numbers to 
protect their anonymity.  Upon arrival, they received a folder and were given their 
numbers.  Cahail feels that organizations were very receptive to this, because they were 
shown specifically how to use their numbers, which differs from the CDP’s typical 
approach of allowing them to decide on their own how tell their story.  Overall, Cahail 
said that this was really successful.  The follow up is that about 90% of them increased 
their reports usage exponentially. 
 Unfortunately, because of the expenses associated with a session like this, the 
motivation to plan one is determined by a particular funder.  Cahail explains that 
something like this would have to be done in part with a consultant who requires a fee 
along with additional travel expenses.  They are in talks with the consultant to do joint 
proposals to various funders, and hopefully they will be able to do more of these sessions 
nationally. 
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Anecdotes 
 While most of this discussion has focused on preparing organizations to warm up 
to the ideas of the reports, the most powerful way to do this, as Berendt mentioned 
earlier, is to hear stories of those who have found success with them.  The CDP internally 
tracks testimonials of organization feedback, but, due to the privacy policy was not 
permitted to share those documents for the purposes of this paper.  However, the CDP 
staff was happy to orally share stories that they have heard from their users. 
 Cahail has heard of organizations that banded together and use the reports to 
establish rates in collective bargaining agreements. She said that several years ago, she 
heard about a number of small organizations in Maryland that came together and realized 
their audits were costing way too much.  They agreed to all use the same auditor if that 
auditor was able to offer them a better price, which he did.  This way, the organizations 
benefited by saving money on the audit, and the auditor saw an increase in business.  She 
also remembers a time that she was in Pittsburgh and there was a small cultural 
organization that served the African American community who used the comparison 
reports and noticed that its phone bill was much higher than similar organizations.  This 
motivated the organization to switch to a different plan. 
 Berendt learned that several months ago, the Massachusetts Cultural Council 
held a public hearing to talk about their grantmaking and practices and invited their 
applicants to speak.  One woman, who was from a small choral group in the Berkshires 
got up and testified about how the CDP was amazing and that she was a believer.  
Intrigued, they invited her to make a presentation to their board.   
“She talked about the CDP reports being a tool that they use for educating their board, 
saying that they have a non-professional board who are inexperienced in nonprofit 
management and finance- they don’t have that background- and use the reports to educate 
them about what they need to be looking at and how they can look at the organization’s 
progress together.  Their board members are basically choristers30 who sing in the choir, 
                                                
 30 A chorister is a singer in a choir. 
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so they are really using the reports to help provide the overall picture to them, and they 
are a board that doesn’t want to be too down and dirty in the finances, and the CDP 
reports are high level enough that it is really helpful to them.”31 
 
She also found that she could use the comparison reports to locate counties and towns for 
touring opportunities in Ohio and California, which is a very unique way to take 
advantage of the reports.   
 
Conclusion 
 Clearly, the CDP staff believes that these reports can be beneficial to small arts 
organizations.  Based on the stories that were shared, small organizations have taken 
advantage of the reports in very creative ways.  In addition, it is very plausible that these 
reports can prove to be an effective evaluative tool for small arts organizations.  The 
biggest variable in the successful use of this data seems that it would depend on the staff 
member in whose lap these reports fall.  Depending on that person, these reports can 
either be a great asset to an organization, or they could be of very little interest.  The next 
chapter focuses on interviewing a contact at an arts organization to learn if there is any 
validity to the prior statement. 
 
                                                                                                                                
 
 31 Berendt, interview. 
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CHAPTER 2: CENTRO NUEVA CREACIÓN: A MINI CASE STUDY 
 
  
The next logical step in this study was to find a leader at a small arts organization 
with experience using the CDP to participate in an interview.1 This criteria was found in 
Angela Jubinville, the executive director at Centro Nueva Creación in North 
Philadelphia.   Since the early 1990s, this neighborhood, along with the Kensington 
section, has acquired a less than desirable reputation as being a dangerous part of the city, 
garnering the nickname “the Badlands.” 
Background 
 Centro Nueva Creación is a nonprofit organization that offers after-school 
programs for 50 children, teen leadership and job skills programs, and parent support 
groups.  Its mission is to “build hope by creating opportunities for youth and families to 
transform their community.  This mission is realized through programs in education, 
community service, career development, technology, and the arts.”2   
  
                                                
 1 Prior contact had been made with this organization during the author’s employment at 
the Leonard Pearlstein Gallery at Drexel University.  The Goodlands exhibited there in the 
summer of 2006. 
 
 2 Mission, Centro Nueva Creación, http://centronuevacreacion.org (date accessed 
December 1, 2007). 
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Centro Nueva Creación has created murals and community gardens and is trying 
to reverse the “Badlands” image with its community arts project entitled “Goodlands”.. 
One of its most innovative programs, this project has created many photo exhibitions 
featuring the work of children in the neighborhood.  Its founder, Rev. Patrick Cabello, 
once stated, “We were tired of being referred to as the Badlands.  We’re trying to register 
the name Goodlands and show people what truly is good about the place that they live.”1 
 The Goodlands began in the summer of 2001 as a photography class as part of 
Centro’s summer enrichment program.  It was created to build artistic talent in young 
people and to counter the negative misconceptions of their community as the “Badlands.”  
The organization was able to build upon the energy created throughout the summer of 
2001 to establish an annual summer program as well as the opportunity for youth to 
participate during the school year.  Youth in the program work with professional and 
university student photographers to develop their technical skills and to explore different 
ways of interpreting their neighborhood.  “Photography allows them to express ideas and 
feelings they might not be able to express in writing,” said founding Photographer, Lisa 
Godfrey.2 
 The photography program is the biggest program run by Centro Nueva.  Not only 
is the goal of the program to teach the children how to express themselves through the 
arts and to see the hope and beauty in their own neighborhoods, but they are also taught 
to communicate what is going on in their lives, homes, and communities via 
                                                
 1 Lucia Herndon, “Part of the solution- Where problems abound, a minister stays busy,” 
The Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan. 23, 2005: 
http://www.lexisnexis.com.ezproxy2.library.drexel.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/?verb=sr&csi=8399
&sr=HLEAD%28Part+of+the+solution+Where+problems+abound%2C+a+minister+stays+busy%
29+and+date+is+January,%202005 (data accessed: March 21, 2012.) 
 
 2 The Goodlands Mission, The Goodlands, http://www.goodlands.org/the-program/the-
goodlands-mission (date accessed March 20, 2012.) 
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photography.3  Philadelphia public schools have all but phased out creative arts programs, 
making ones like those offered by Centro Nueva critically important to the development 
of these children. 
  Ten years after its inception, the program continues to find success.  Angela 
Jubinville, the director of Goodlands, has been with the organization since 2007, and said 
she knows first-hand what the program can provide the community.  “We’re very well 
received in the community… a testament to that is we always have a lot of kids enrolled 
in the program… our program started two weeks ago, and we are already maxed out to 
capacity and we have a waiting list of 10 kids.”4 
 However, showing a direct link between community improvement and the 
Goodlands Program is difficult to ascertain.  “It is hard for me, being in it, to see those 
changes and that is a direction we are moving into.  Measuring or creating some 
objectives and actually getting data to show…the change that’s happened within the 
community or within the children,” Jubinville said.5 
  
Interview with Angela Jubinville 
 Based on above quote made just last year, it seemed clear that there is a desire 
within the organization to evaluate.  However, at this point, Jubinville stated that they 
still don’t have many formalized evaluation systems now because they are small, but it is 
                                                
 3 S. Larkin, “Centro Nuevo: Charitably Inclined,” Philadelphia Maven Magazine, 
2007.http://philadelphiamaven.com/mave/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=189. 
(accessed December 17, 2007). 
 
 4 Caitlin Morris and James Sindaco, “Kensington: Organization Tries to Change the 
Neighborhood’s ‘Badlands’ Image,” Philadelphia Neighborhoods, October 2011: 
http://sct.temple.edu/blogs/murl/2011/10/07/kensington-organization-tries-to-change-the-
neighborhoods-badlands-image/ (accessed, March 12, 2012). 
 
 5 Ibid. 
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very important to them.6  In fact, she says that they have been talking about this issue for 
many years, but at this point, there has not been much action.  Further discussion proved 
that though they may not have many formalized systems, they do have a significant 
network of informal systems that she uses to evaluate the organization.   
 First, she discussed how they evaluate programs, which includes a grading 
system based on observations by the group leaders who run activities, on a scale of 
emergent to break-through.  They also ask each child to fill out a debriefing form, which 
includes questions about whether the instructions were clear, their favorite part, and what 
they would like to do next.  In addition to this, they also make informal observations, 
noting if a child seemed proud having his/her work on display, or if they were indifferent, 
and whatever else falls in between.  She said that at the exhibition openings, they like to 
see that children were proud and talking to exhibit-goers that they don’t know and 
encouraging them to look at their photographs. 
 She also looks at numbers to evaluate the success of the organization.  
Specifically, she aims to hold three art openings per year.  Attendance at these openings 
is also tracked, focusing on how many students and their parents came.  Regardless of the 
attendance of the general public, the success is measured in how many of their direct 
participants are engaged enough in the program to attend the openings. 
 Jubinville notes that she evaluates the organization by best practice measures she 
sees in the field.  Of particular importance to her is staff turnover7, repeated class 
enrollment, and high attendance for classes.  
 While she believes it is important to use financial numbers to tell an 
organization’s story, her use of the numbers is more intuitive.8  She keeps an eye on the 
                                                
 6 Angela Jubinville, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, May 21, 2012. 
 
 7 Jubinville was particularly proud of the fact that the staff turnover rate since she had 
started working at Centro Nueva Creación was very low. 
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checking account to make sure it doesn’t go below $5,000.   When they received a 
$25,000 grant from the Philadelphia Cultural Fund for a specific project, she saw this as 
proof that they are a valuable and successful project .   
 She learned how to understand her organization’s finances on the job.  Five years 
ago, on her first day, she attended a New User Orientation session for the Cultural Data 
Project.  She said that this is because the Philadelphia Cultural Fund required her 
attendance.  Shortly after when she entered her data into a profile for the first time, she 
found it difficult and very time consuming.  Calling herself a novice user, she admits that 
she didn’t understand finances.  Now, however, she can complete her profile in an 
afternoon.   
 Needless to say, it is surprising that she has never taken advantage of the Cultural 
Data Project reports beyond those for grant applications.  She has not been to a Reports 
Orientation, and when asked, she simply said that the reason was because she had never 
thought about it.9  Because this feature is essentially at her fingertips and it did not occur 
to her to use it, it was important to analyze what could have prevented her from taking 
this extra step. 
 
Analysis 
 It is notable that Jubinville’s explanation that she attended the training session 
because it was suggested by a funder validates Sullivan and Snyder’s earlier assumption 
that this is what motivates most organizations’ attendance.  Although Jubinville 
participated in a New User Orientation (rather than a Reports Orientation), and may not 
                                                                                                                                
 8 Jubinville, interview. 
 
 9 Because of the author’s affiliation with the CDP, it would have been inappropriate to 
list the benefits of the reporting features during the interview.  This could have been perceived as 
giving the organization preferential treatment. 
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have gotten a full education on the scope of the reporting features in that session, they are 
still touched upon during the presentation.  But, as Sullivan suggested earlier, it is 
possible that she did not find them exciting because at that point she had not entered in 
any data and was not able to make the connection on how they could be used at her 
organization. 
 After years of experience entering the data, she now feels comfortable entering a 
profile within one afternoon. Yet, surprisingly she has not even considered using the 
reports despite being able to enter it expeditiously.  While not all of the areas that 
Jubinville had expressed interest in evaluating can be captured in a CDP profile, many 
can.  For example, there is a section in the profile where overall attendance figures can be 
recorded, as well as breaking out the number of children under 18, in addition to breaking 
out anyone who attended classes or workshops held by the organization in that fiscal 
year.  Thus, how can organizations, once equipped with the tools and ability, be 
motivated to enter the data to generate useful reports? 
 As Cahail suggested earlier, there is a real issue for organizations that do not find 
it readily apparent how to use their data in a meaningful way internally.  The question 
that needs to be posed is: who should be responsible for making this clear to users?  Is it 
enough that the Cultural Data Project offers regular free training sessions?  Does that 
fulfill the portion of its mission to “help arts and cultural organizations improve their 
financial management and services to their communities?”  If it does, then does that mean 
funders need to take a more active role in finding ways to use the data that they are 
requiring them to enter?  After all, the trend to hold organizations accountable for their 
financial health does not do much good if they are entering the numbers, but not 
understanding all of the implications that go along with doing so.  Lastly, is there a way 
to really prove to an organization that has maintained a stable existence for many years 
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without using any formalized evaluation procedures that it would, in fact, be beneficial to 
use their historical data as an evaluative tool to plan for the future? 
 Perhaps the best solution to the issue at hand is making a continued effort at 
collaboration.  As discussed earlier by Cahail, partnering with financial experts is a 
proven way to increase organizations’ use of the reports.  In addition, Berendt’s 
suggestion to increase peer to peer learning could also begin a new dialogue for the use of 
this data.  Finding new ways to encourage organizations to “eat their broccoli” so to 
speak, is the only way that these organizations will learn how good it is for them to do 
evaluations. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
 When beginning this study, the goal was to question whether or not small arts 
organizations could use the historical data that they had already collected in a meaningful 
way for evaluation without straining their current resources.  It was practical to make the 
reporting features offered by the Cultural Data Project the center of this study, because it 
would not cause a small organization any financial strain.  The idea was to explore 
whether or not it could actually be useful to approach evaluation in this manner.  The 
research collected for this study makes a strong case about the positive developments that 
result by using data, and touches on the merit of time and money being real obstacles.  
However, it brought to light new questions on how to engage leaders of small arts 
organizations in their data.  
 Essentially, taking advantage of historical data for evaluation can be useful, but 
only if arts leaders are actually using them.  In order to find ways to engage smaller 
organizations to use their data, it would most likely be useful to create some focus groups 
to find out what data points are most interesting to them.  After learning this, perhaps 
workshops could be created to teach these leaders how to make use of this data through 
the reporting features.  This would most productively be accomplished through further 
collaboration between the Cultural Data Project, arts funders, and experts in the field of 
financial health. 
 As mentioned earlier, the Cultural Data Project’s current Reports Orientation 
sessions provide organizations with guidance on how to access the reports that will most 
likely be useful to them, but will not advise them on how to interpret the data.  This is 
probably for the best, unless the CDP decides to hire its own financial experts to send out 
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into the field to offer specialized consultation, though this would take considerable 
funding.  However, it is a worthy consideration, because it is conceivable that small arts 
organization would be more engaged if there were free consulting services available to 
them so they had more direction, if needed.  This may not be a possibility if there is not 
funding for it, but it might be worth the effort to send out surveys to current users to see if 
there is an interest.  If so, it could make a case to seek funding to create workshops that 
offer smaller arts organizations these services. 
 One major challenge is finding ways to contact the person at a small arts 
organization who may be most interested in using these reports.  Perhaps more site visits 
with funders to really understand the nature of each organization would accomplish this.  
Here, not only could funders start a conversation about the reporting features, but maybe 
even find ways for users to incorporate these additional reports with their grant 
application.  It would most likely be a massive effort to find the appropriate contact for 
thousands of small organizations, but the benefits could be huge as well.  Possibly, the 
best recommendation would be to start small, in one geographical area.  This worked well 
for the CDP’s own development, which originated in Pennsylvania. 
 While these questions could inspire an entirely new study, continuing to include 
the Cultural Data Project as part of this discussion certainly has value.  To do this, it 
would also be interesting to interview small arts leaders around the country within states 
that do and also do not participate in the Cultural Data project to compare and contrast 
how their data is handled.  Broadening the range of the types of organizations included 
could also draw attention to whether or not historical data is useful across artistic 
disciplines.  Lastly, it would most likely be beneficial that a study like this be conducted 
by someone not directly related to the CDP, so that these leaders can feel comfortable 
being honest and open with their opinions on the topic, because this is a worthwhile topic 
to explore for the benefit of the sector in the future. 
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 In the meantime, the importance of data should continue to be discussed by 
members of the arts and cultural sector.  Although this report focused on how it can be 
used internally, it is also extremely important to represent the sector as a whole to tell its 
story and back up what is already known to be true- the importance of the arts sector. 
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APPENDICES 
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Example of an Annual Report1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
 1 The Cultural Data Project, “Example Theatre: Annual Report,” 
http://www.culturaldata.org/wp-content/uploads/rep (date accessed May 25, 2012). 
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Example of a Trend Report2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
 2 The Cultural Data Project,  “Example Theatre: Program Revenue & Marketing Expense 
Trend Report,” http://www.culturaldata.org/wp-content/uploads/reports-3-program-rev-and-
marketing-trend.pdf (date accessed, May 25, 2012). 
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Example of a Comparison Report3 
 
                                                
 3 The Cultural Data Project, “Example Theatre: Personnel Comparison Report,” 
http://www.culturaldata.org/wp-content/uploads/reports-5-personnel-comparison.pdf (date 
accessed, May 25, 2012). 
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Example of a Comparison Report4 
 
 
                                                
 4 The Cultural Data Project, “Example Theatre: Personnel Comparison Report,” 
http://www.culturaldata.org/wp-content/uploads/reports-5-personnel-comparison.pdf (date 
accessed May 25, 2012). 
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